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AJM IK
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STATE DN1VERSUY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA, MONTANA

■R E S H M A N
A N G IE S

Annual Election L ittle W ill
Foresters Pass Through
Decides Officers Return Here
Four States on Western
Of Alumni Group
In A u tu m n
Tour; A re in Washington
Alnninl Officers Will Head Reunion;
Results Will Be Announced

VOLUME XXX.

No. 62

STUDENT PRESIDENT
ATTENDS MEETING
AT TUCSON, ARIZONA

Will Replace Professor P o lk ; New
Twelve Students, Three Professors Visit Idaho, Washington, Oregon,
After Commencement
Equipment for Physics
California, On Inspection Trip to Lumber Mills and
Hendon Reports Interesting Meeting of Heads of Western Colleges
State University Alumni association
Department
Logging Camps of Pacific Coast
elections, now in progress through the
At Tucson, Arizona; Organization Endorses Work of National
mails, will determine the members
Students’ Federation of America
Dr. E. M. Little, formerly an in
By John Curtis
Eureka, California, May 25.— Having travelled nearly 2 ,000 miles
since they left Missoula a week ago Saturday, 11 University of Mon
tana forestry students arrived here this afternoon, ready to complete
the last lap of their tour down the Pacific coast. Four states have

who will have charge of the alumni
reunion in June, 1932. Results of the
election will be compiled and an
nounced immediately after Commence
ment week.
For the office of president of the
association, John Patterson, ’20, and
Norman Strelt, ’16, both of Missoula
are candidates; vice-president, Ray
mond T. Nagle, ’22, Helena, and Payne
Templeton, ’16, Kalispell. Candidates
for the post of three-year delegate
are Roger Fleming, ’26, and Theodore
Jacobs, ’25, of Missoula. Three out
of the Six candidates who are com
peting -for the office of one-year dele
gate will be chosen. Those running
are Lucille Matthews Kennedy, ’26,
and Fan Hatheway Lucy, ’08, Mis
soula; Karl L. Martinson, ’28, White
hall; Merle Kettlewell Ruenauver, ’15,
Plains; Burtt R. Smith, ’27, Anaconda,
and Robert D. Warden, ’27, Great
Falls.

structor in the Department of Physics
at the State University, will return
this fall as a member of the teaching
staff of that departm ent He will re
place Professor O. E. Polk, who is
planning to enter the University of
Chicago this fall.
Dr. Little has been working in the
research department of the Bell Tele
phone laboratories in New York for
the past two years, and was formerly
in charge of the radio station in Mis
soula.
New equipment will be installed in
the Department of Physics this year,
and Professor Shallenberger is re
maining here this summer to super
vise the installation. Professor A. S.
Merrill, of the Department of Mathe
matics, and Professor Shallenberger
have been making a statistical study
o f weather temperatures, which in
volves temperatures of the air and
soil at different depths. Professor
Shallenberger stated that it will be
a continuous study in the future.

Emerging winner in a "bronco-busting” contest was one of the
things that Bob Hendon, president of Associated Students of the State
University did while attending the Pacific Student Presidents’ asso
ciation meet at Tucson, Arizona, May 21-23. Hendon left Missoula

been visited by the students and their
professors. Climatic and vegetational Logging company at Scotia. Tomor
Saturday and arrived in Tucson
changes have been observed from the row, the men will visit the logging
Wednesday night, May 20. Thursday
tip of the northern Idaho Panhadle operations of the same company, be
was spent partly in registering. Quar
to the redwood forests of central fore resuming the last southward
ters were assigned and at noon a
march,
for
Willows,
California.
From
California.
luncheon
was served at the commons
Willows the trail curves back through
Faculty members with the group are
on
the campus and speeches ot wel
Oregon and Washington to Spokane,
Dean Thomas C. Spaulding, Professor
come were made by Boyde Allen, stud
which will be reached May 30.
Jerry H. Ramskill and Professor Ross
ent president, and the president of
Williams. The first half of the tour,
the University of Arizona. The wel
that which led through Idaho and
come speech was responded to by
But 3 1 Jobs Available This Quarter Gerten Verech of the University of
Washington, was under the direction
of Mr. Ramskill. With the group’s
Washington. Business meetings filled
In Contrast to 83 in
arrival in Oregon, Dean Spaulding
the afternoon and the delegates were
Spring of 1930
assumed the leadership, which he will
served dinner a t various sorority
hold until the group returns to Spo
houses. As a rule business meetings
Student employment at the Univer occupied the delegates from 9 until 5
kane Saturday.
sity of Montana in Missoula is at low o’clock. Thursday night the members
At Priest River
ebb, according to Miss Anne Rummel, of the association attended the weekly
Leaving Missoula early May 16, in
student employment secretary. About Thursday night dance which is a part
a four-car caravan, the foresters Women Will Visit Pacific Colleges
half as many students secured jobs of the schedule of the Tucson campus.
headed for Priest River, Idaho, where
Next Year If Funds
through the employment secretary Friday night was especially strenu
is located one of the few forestry
Will Permit
during
the spring quarter of this year ous. Problems concerning the smaller
experiment stations conducted by the
as
those who received help last year schools were discussed and after the
United States government. A beautiful
during the same time.
business meeting a dance was held.
Plans are being made to give girls |
drive through the forests of northern
Although the quarter is not yet over,
Trip to Mexico
Idaho and past wonderful Lake Pend more incentive for debating in the;
Miss
Rummel
placed
the
total
number
Saturday the delegates visited La
coming
year,
stated
Darrell
Parker,
d’Oreille, with its studdings of firof jobs to be filled at not more than Marguerita ranch, once owned by Har
covered islands, brought them to the instructor of English. These plans
40. To date 31 jobs have been located old Belle W right After taking a swim
station late in the afternoon. John have received impetus from the idea
Function at Tokio Gardens,'Marks
in contrast to 83 during the spring in a reservoir on the ranch a trip
Thompson, a forestry graduate ofl926, that debate is as valuable to girls as
Montana Colors Is Theme of the quarter of 1929-30. The best period was made to Mesquite in Old Mexico
Beginning of Graduation
and now director of the station, con it is to boys.
of
this year for securing work for where the whole town, mainly com
If funds permit, a representative
Ornaments; Professor Reidell
ducted short trips through the station
Festivities
students was during the fall quarter posed of Mexicans, turned out to wel
Has Charge
in the evening and early Sunday women’s team, will be sent to some
when 56 students were placed.
come the party. A rodeo was staged
morning before the group left for of the coast schools next year. Many
The annual Junior Prom, which-will
There was almost no work for stud for the benefit of the students and
OR years people have been using Spokane.
institutions bn the Pacific coast have
Commencement decorations in the
up newspaper space and their own Monday, en route from Spokane to very extensive debate programs for be an al 1-University function this year, men’s gymnasium, where Commence ents winter quarter, the number of riders were asked for from among
will be held at Tokio Gardens on
jobs being the lowest in years. How the students.
time blaring criticisms about modern Seattle, a typical Palouse dust storm girls. However, the paved roads of
Thursday, June 4. Phil Sheridan’s ment exercises are held each year, ever many students obtain work with
Hendon, Ed Cantlin, Nevada, and
Universities and that strange, eccen entertained the travellers a few miles the Pacific coast enable the teams
are^
going
to
be
especially
beautiful
eight-piece dance band will feature
out the assistance of the University Jock Walther, Nevada football player
tric creature found therein, the col east of Ellensburg. From the dust there to travel by car, which Is some
this year, according to Professor C.
with
a
large
assortment
of
new
and
and
the
above
figures
have
little
to
volunteered. With true Grizzly spirit.
lege student According to the critics, clouds of this great agricultural re what cheaper than railroad transpor
novelty numbers,” said William Boone, H. Riedell, head of the Department of do with the actual number of students Bob rode his first horse, the other
as nearly as we can make out, either gion the caravan sped swiftly to the tation.
Fine Arts which has charge of these
who are finding work.
two men also giving good exhibitions.
All of the members of the debate junior president “The gala event will decorations.
the Universities aren’t doing right by snow banks of the majestic Cascades,
open the commencement week so that
The Missoula Chamber of Com After the riding, an old-fashioned
little Johnny and Alice who probably from which it descended, in the late team except Helen Huxley are ex
A platform will be erected at the merce, business men and citizens keep Mexican barbecue attracted the atten
graduates returning for the exercises
pected
back
next
year.
They
are
all
do not know what it’s all about afternoon, to the western slope and
east end of the gym. A green curtain, in close touch with the University em tion of the delegates.
freshmen and sophomores. An attempt will have the opportunity of attend
anyway, or else little Johnny and to Seattle.
reaching from one wall to the other ployment bureau, and jobs ranging
Problems Discussed
will be made to interest them in the ing the -bigegst University dance of
At Everett Tuesday
Alice aren’t doing right by the old
will be put up to form the back from janitors work to clothes pressers
the year,” said Boone.
Problems discussed a t the meeting
Alma Mater. Little seems to have ever
Everett, 30 miles north of,Seattle, Aber day oratorical contest, as they
ground. On either side a panel of and bill collectors are hunted up. The concerned almost everything which
This
year’s
dance
is
being
held
been done about this very dire con was visited by the students Tuesday have been doing very well in debate.
much later in the season as many copper, silver and gold colors will general policy of the bureau is to aid comes up in the administration of
dition except to unearth more start morning. Here they witnessed the
alumni are expected to return to their be placed. ^This will be roofed off in those most in need of work, but in student organization affairs. Awards
ling statistics in regard to modern operations of two mills of the WeyerAlma Mater for the graduation exer appropriate colors. From the center every case the dependability and fit of all kinds were discussed, opinions
youth's indifference to the juicy bits hauser Timber company and the ship
cises and the Prom committee extends of the back curtain the pennant of ness of the individual for the job is were obtained from students on vari
of education all ready for them to loading operations on the docks ati
a hearty welcome to all alums and this class will be hung. A railing taken into consideration. Upperclass ous things, such as school publica
gobble:
Puget Sound.
faculty members. The Prom will be extending across in front of the plat men often find work as laboratory tions, subsidizing of athletics and
Leaving Seattle Wednesday morn
either formal or semi-formal and 1 form will be covered with banners assistants and library workers. Odd special problems of individual schools.
ERHAPS there is a little truth in ing, the calvacade soon arrived at
o’clock permission for women will be of every graduating class, from the jobs of all kinds are found around The association also went on record
this after all, for there are cer Tacoma, where visits were made to
granted by Mrs. Harriet Sedman, dean first one in 1898 to last year’s class. the University and in Missoula.
as commending work of the national
Shrubs and flowers will be placed
tainly striking examples on our own pulp and veneer plants and where the w ill Coach Experienced and Xovlce of women.
Students’ Federation ot America.
Chamber of Commerce Men
campus. The freshman comes here all men wet*e given the opportunity of
Tickets for the dance may be pur artistically in various parts of the
The next meeting of Pacific Student
platform
and
room.
In Montana
ready to get through the easiest way watching the operations of the shingle
chased for $1 at Main hall. Seniors
Presidents’ association will be held
he can and “work off” his require factory of the St. Paul and Tacoma
may get their complimentary tickets
in Los Angeles in 1932, probably dur
“A School for Commercial Secre Monday, June 1, at Main hall, at which
ments with the easiest effort. The first Lumber company.
ing the Olympic games which will be
Mary Lowney of Bozeman was the
Beautiful ML Rainier park, with its taries” will be held some time dur
week he gets the idea that he’s quite
time they will vote and elect a junior guest of Patsy Alsop at the Sigma
held there.
many
glacier-fed
streams
and
its
ing next October by the School of Prom queen who will be a senior girl. Kappa house last weekend.
important and that the University just
Final R.O.T.C. Rifle Drill Is Held by
couldn't get along without him for dense stands of gigantic Douglas fir, Business Administration, according to
First-year Men
he’s flattered by the attentions of the furnished an interesting side-trip after Dean Robert C. Line. The three-day
fraternity and sorority rushers, and the group had left Tacoma Thursday program, is to be given at the request
he’s wined, dined and petted. After morning. From here they drove to of the Montana Association of Secre
Freshman R.O.T.C. students have
he’s well installed into school life Longview, Washington, where, on taries of the Chambers of Commerce,
completed their short course of actual
the dear sisters and brothers are very Friday morning, they were taken in order to help many Chamber of
firing on the rifle range. The first- Professor J. Kramer Is Main Speaker;
careful to tell him the old and tried through the new three-unit Weyer- Commerce secretaries who have had
Dr. Waters Is Toastmaster
year students were coached by the
methods of handshaking, and some hauser plant by Barkes Adams, ’28, a little or no training, and to provide Professor A. S. Merrill Substitutes for Professor Waters, Chairman; sophomore military students in the
times he devises a few new ones him School of Forestry graduate.
instruction for the more experienced
Tickets for Exercises Are at Registrar’s Office
Formal initiation for 11 new mem
prone and sitting positions of firing.
self. Next he comes into contact with
Willamette Valley
men.
The firing was done on the rifle range bers of Phi Sigma, national biological
that elusive quality humorously called
From Longview, the trip was re “There is a chamber of comerce in
organization, was held last week at
south of the University. Those '
Instructions regarding Commencement week were given to the
“school spirit.” Pep speakers and the sumed to Portland, which was reached nearly every town in Montana, but in
made the best scores with the small an Initiation picnic up the Rattle
patient band try to drive a little of 'early in the afternoon. The party many of these the officials- are not seniors at 11 o’clock yesterday at a special convocation held in Main bore rifles which were used were snake. This concludes the group’s
this into him and the others who stopped there for the evening and paid for their services, and have had hall auditorium. Professor Charles Waters was to give these instruc Sitting position, Bill Hawke, James regular meetings for this term, al
show more pep and enthusiasm when Friday morning proceeded through no training in their work,” Dean tions, but was called to Oketo, Kansas, by the serious illness of his Kirby, Don Hurt; prone position, Rob though a special meeting will be held
the speakers and bands give it up the Willamette valley, which has been Line said. “It is to assist these men sister. Professor A. S. Merrill filled^ert Gallup, Stanley Hill, Earl Welton. for the initiation of Kenneth Beechel,
as a hopeless job.
termed one of the world’s most beau that the association has asked us to his place and will take over most the alumni-senior-faculty buffet sup
The scoring was done on the basis who is on the forestry school trip.
tiful. Nestling with the snow-topped conduct the school. The program will of Professor Water’s Commencement per to be held on the evening of senior of grouping, the best scores being
Dr. C. W. Waters, acting head of
E IS told when to come in at Cascades on the east and the green consist of lectures, meetings in which duties as acting chairman of the Com class day, Saturday, June 6 at 6:15 made by those men who placed their the Department of Botany, acted as
night, when to study, and when coast range on the west, the valley they will discuss their problems, and mencement committee. A letter con- o’clock, must be secured not later shots in very small groups on the toastmaster for the. occasion, and
Professor Joseph Kramer, instructor
to turn his light off and go to sleep. abounds with different varieties and entertainment. Holding this school in taining notices of special interest has than June 4, so that plans may be target.
in the Department of Biology, was the
In his later years more and more free species of flora which brought joy connection with the School of Busi been sent from the President’s office made for the correct number
guests.
main speaker. His subject was “Phi
dom is doled out in little mouthfuls. to the hearts of the party’s dendrolo ness Administration will ‘ give the to each graduating senior.
gists.
students
in
that
school
opportunity
Tickets
for
Exercises
Alumnus
Magazine
Sigma: Its Past, Present and Future.”
By the time he graduates the rough
Sunday morning, as the group left to meet these business men, and come
The Registrar’s office wishes to
Subscriptions to the Alumnus, offiMartin Carstens, president of Phi
corners have been smoothed over and
Sigma, gave the welcome to the can
a fairly thick cultural veneer has been Roseburg, a cloudy day threatened to in contact with live business prob stress the fact that it is essential that cial quarterly magazine of the Alumni
mar
the
first
glimpse
of
the
Pacific
lems
in
Montana.”
all
persons
upon
whom
a
degree
is
association
will
also
be
attended
to
at
didates
and explained the aims and
acquired. Whether or not his four or
Schools of this type are h eld-at to be conferred at the Commencement the Registrar’s office during this
S. O. Clinton, prominent retail purposes of Lambda chapter, which is
five years of fun have increased his ocean. Before long, the clouds broke,
however,
and
when
the
autos
struck
Northwestern University, Stanford exercises June 8 appear at window i time. A graduating student is granted pharmacist of Butte, and president of the local group. Thomas Hosty, can
money-making ability, they have
given him a taste of education and the Redwood highway at Bandon, Ore University and the University of Ore o’clock or 1 and 6 o’clock during the one year’s membership in the asso- the Montana Pharmaceutical associa didate from the Department of Biol
broadened him, making life more en gon, the ocean lay shimmering before gon. The school here will probably week from June 2 to June 7. Tickets elation without charge, but a fee of tion, was a visitor at the School of ogy, made the response for the new
them in its most tranquil mood.
include not only Montana men, but for Commencement exercises must be 75 cents is charged for the magazine, I Pharmacy Monday. Mr. Clinton took members.
joyable.
For more than 100 miles from Ban also secretaries from Idaho and East obtained for any friends or relatives New members are urged to get ac j the opportunity to look 6Vf*v the rooms
Al Spaulding, candidate from the
don to Crescent City, California, the ern Washington. Members of the fac tor whom the graduating student quainted with the alumni magazine and equipment of the school and to School of Forestry; Marorie Davis,
A girl was born to Mr. and Mrs. autos travelled the beautiful highway, ulty of the State University will be wishes to reserve a seat. A maximum immediately. E. K. Badgely, secretary meet the two instructors of that de- Department of Botany, and David
Cecil Dunn, 743 East Front street, at playing tag with the Pacific. Again speakers, and quite a number of out- of three tickets will be allowed each of the alumni association, has the fol- I partment.
Roberts, Department of Biology, were
the Elmore hospital Wednesday Morn today, over much the same type of of-state authorities have been asked person graduating and after 2 o’clock lowing to say in regard to the purpose
Elmer T. Carkeek, graduate of ’25, called upon for impromptu speeches.
ing. She weighed 6 pounds 7% ounces. road, they proceeded to Eureka, grad to appear on the program. The United all seats not occupied will be open to of the organization: "The Alumni asso- is prescription pharmacist for Mr.
Initiation ceremonies and all arCecU Dunn says the baby has been ually getting into the real redwood States Chamber of Commerce has the general public. Alumni record elation is an organization of State Clinton. Tom Kelly, first-year student rangemetns lor the picnic were
named Betty Mae Dunn. Dunn is a territory. This afternon was spent in promised to co-operate, and to fur cards must be filled out for the alumni University alumni which sponsors the in the School of Pharmacy, is a clerk handled by Martin Carstens, newly
student at the State University.
going through the mills of the Pacific nish one speaker.
I in the Clinton store.
file during, this period. Tickets Cor |
elected president of the club.
(Continued on Page Four)
a

PEW of the freshmen after their
first year away from the tender
care and driving of despairing high
school teachers are doubtless begin
ning to wonder whether they can yet
stand on their own two feet, and just
what excuses they can make to the
home folks. As for the first item, it,
after, these seven or eight months of
the gentle protections of sorority sis
ters and fraternity brothers the fresh
man has failed to learn that it is time
to grow up and walk alone, then one
of the chief aims of the first year
at college has been lost to him. As
for the excuses, he will find plenty
of them, and though, he may go home
feeing just a little guilty and ashamed
a t the big fiasco he has made of his
first attempt at independence, the
summer will remedy that. The home
folks who were lucky to reach their
second year in high school will
proudly exhibit him and, under the
adulation of kind friends who doubt
less regard a University student a
rare animal, he will soon recover his
cockiness, and sta rt his second year
inflated with a sense of his import
ance, and all ready to waste another
three quarters.

Girl Debate
Teams Plan
Coast Trips

Student Jobs
A re Scarce
This Season

Junior Prom
Will Be Held Gym Decorations
June Fourth For Graduation

Will Be Artistic

B

B

J

Line Plans for
Business School
Next O ctober

Freshman Students
Complete Practice

Biological Society__
Initiates Students

Seniors Receive Instructions for
Commencement Week a t Meeting

M

Butte Pharmacist
Here Last Monday

Friday, May 29, 193!
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All Cub track and field men are re
quested to hand in equipment Thurs
day, June 4 or Friday, June 5. Man
agers will be in the locker rooms
at the usual hours to check uniforms.

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana.________
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
«•__________

The Junior and Senior classes of
the women’s Department of Physical
Education are having a picnic a t the
Sigma Chi picnic grounds Monday.
All physical education majors and
minors are urged to attend.

Subscription price, $2.60 per year.
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Freshman Edition

Today, ladies and gentlemen and
sophomores, this sheet, including this
column, is the result of the best
efforts of the freshman class. We
looked it up in a book somewhere and
discovered that such things as corner
stones and columns are always dedi
cated to Roosevelt, Lydia E. Pinkham,
or maybe the Unknown Soldier; so it
is to that superlative example of con
summate distinction and educational
perfection, the senior, that we take
unbounded pleasure in humbly dedi
cating this mess.

r p ODAY’S issue of the Kaimin is the work of the yearlings in the
I School of Journalism. It is the same old paper, h u t perhaps to
“ our readers today it portrays a different spirit— a spirit that
brings the reader back to his freshman days— a spirit that is long held
by everyone. To us yearlings there is a different spirit— a spirit of
pride for such an occasion— a spirit of great anxiety.

While rambling: Sad th o u g h twonder how many seniors’ cords will
go into the attic next week? .
teresting sidelight on the news that
five sorority or fraternity organiza
tions have turned in their old houses
for new ones recently, is a sign on a
vacant house: “For Rent or Sale. Has
never been a fraternity house.”
Lookihg Back
One of the graduating journalists is
EING a college freshman has now been an experience of all of going into the newspaper game. .
us— and a none too pleasant one at that. Freshman days are Another is going to be a columnist.

8

hazy days in every sense of the word. Upperclassmen are none
too congenial and cordial even though willing to help in every way
for real benefit to all concerned; new situations must be met, new
problems faced and solved. To many it is the first time away from
home and twelve or twenty-four weeks is a long time when one stops
to consider.
In many instances freshmen are too prone to consider lightly the
real purpose of a college education. They waste their time and a#
the end of the quarter- are “ flunked out” . Looking back over our
freshman days we realize our mistakes and hope to profit by them
in the future.
Seeing the class of ’31 nearing the completion of college
days has brought to us more forcefully the value of sticking to it,
grabbing our opportunities and reaping the most from our efforts.
With the approaching Commencement, not only will the seniors con
clude their work here, but another class will end its “yearling” days.
We have learned to love Missoula and the University, its campus,
its leaders, its traditions and its faculty, and hope we have done our
part toward becoming good Montanans. Our green cap days are
over. The next Bear Paw who fulfills his duty will be one of the
Cubs, the next Spur to “ big sister” a freshman will be one of the
present frosh co-eds. It is not with regret that another freshman class
passes into Montana annals.— S. H.

T

Letter bag: “Dear Uncle Dub: When
do we get the new buildings promised
us by the last legislature?” (Signed)
“Peedie Kew.” The White House
Spokesman tells that these buildings
will be forthcoming when the Fresh
man Kaimin is yellow. Get it?
By the way, the Hogans will all be
juniors next year.
Vacation Is about over.
Crumbs from the gutter: Kathleen
Norris fashion note: “Blistered backs,
smudgy legs and peeled noses will
soon be making their appearance
attached to lasses who labor under
the illusion that the whole world
stands in awe of the athletic female.
Otherwise they are mentally sound.”
. The Bear Paws can come out of
hiding, the frosh are no longer sub
ject to moral persuasion concerning
green donks.'

What we have learned from one year
in college: You don’t get to leave
class when you hold up two fingers.
Tanan-of-Spur
Don’t flirt with female instruc
ANAN, local sophomore women’s honorary organization, is no tors unless you need an “A” in that
more. In its place is now the Tanan chapter of Spurs, a national course. . . . Petting is merely the
organization. Both of these organizations are dedicated to the rudiments of the manly a rt of selfdefense.

ideal of service. The Tanans have, each year, helped in the manage
ment of the Interscholastic Track Meet, in keeping students from
making paths across the grass, in marching behind the Grizzly band
in the parade before the Bobcat-Grizzly game in Butte, in arousing
would-be sleepers on Aber Day, and in inspiring pep for student
rallies. They have proved their reliability and their anxiety to under
take jobs no one else will do.

Tanan chapter of Spurs is merely an enlargement and development
of the local service organization. “The old order changeth,” not
“concludes” . And, looking at the enviable reputation for cheerful
service and lots of it that Spur chapters on other campuses have
gained, we are justified in expecting the best results from Tanan
chapter at the State University of Montana.
So, wishing them luck, “We toast— to S pur!”— B. F.

Three Little Words

C

SATURDAY, MAY 30
Memorial Day
North Hall
North hall held its spring birth
day dinner last night. Candles lighted
the tables and place cards, hand
sketched by Eleanor MacDonald, were
at each place.
Throughout the dinner the program
was as follows: Birthday song by
Kathleen Dunn followed by a quar
tette composed of Rhea Traver, Rita
Walker, Wilma Schubert and Lotus
McKelvie. Ruth Wold as toastmlstress
introduced the following: freshman
toast, Louise Harden; sophomore
toast, Sylvia Sweetman; junior toast,
Dorothy Hannifin, and senior toast,
Mary Wilson, followed by -a violin
solo by Kathryn Bailey. The program
closed with the singing of College
Chums.
Jack McDonald and Gene H. Wjcher
w e r e Wednesday evening dinner
guests of Julia Metcalf.
Ingomar Olson, Helen Putney and
Mary Haines were dinner guests of
Kathryn Bailey Wednesday evening.
Mary Alice Murphy was a dinner
guest of Mary Catherine McCarthy
Wednesday evening.
Evelyn Hemgren was a dinner guest
Wednesday evening. Her hostess was
Ruth Wold.
Jack McDonald, Gene Whicber, Earl
Van Vorst and Mary Rose Murphy
were the guests of Julia Metcalf and
Alice Lamb at dinner Wednesday eve
ning.
Mary Alice Murphy was the guest
of Mary McCarthy Wednesday evening.
Dorothy Benish was the guest of
Lenore Drury a t dinner this week.
Mary Vlel was the guest of Louise
Harden at lunch Wednesday, of Ber
nice'Hagen for dinner Thursday and
of Margaret Alrick for lunch Thurs
day.

STOP STREET.

Final Exams

Final examinations tor the spring
quarter will begin Tuesday, June 9,
and will end Friday, June 12, accord
ing to the schedule released by the
registrar’s office. The schedule for the
week is as follows:
Tuesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 10:00
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, biology 11c
and botany lie ; 1:10 to 3:10, chem
istry 11c and 13c, and geology 16;
3:20 to 5:20, all 2 o’clocks.
Wednesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 8:00
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, Greek litera
ture, statistics, 19th century litera
ture; 1:10 to 3:10, English 11a and
lib ; 3:20 to 5:20, all 3 o’clocks.
Thursday—8:00 to 10:00, all 9
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, P. and E. P.;
1:10 to 3:10, all German; 3:20 to 6:20,
all French.
Dean Stone Night
Friday—8:00 to 10:00, all 11
T THE tenth annual Dean Stone Night picnic, Wednesday eve o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, accounting
ning in Greenough park, the graduating seniors, some alumni 12b, cost accounting and auditing;
and several faculty members gave speeches of appreciation 1:10 to 3:10, all Spanish; 3:20 to
5:20, all 1 o’clocks.

for Dean Stone. To those of us who attended this picnic for the first
time, this year, that program around the campfire was especially
inspiring.

It doesn’t take very long for a freshman in the Shack to feel that
he has a claim on, or even a part interest in, the Dean. That is the
Dean’s fault, for actually allowing his pupils to know him as a very
human being. From the speeches of Wednesday evening, it is obvious
that there is no lessening of the tie between the Dean and his friends.
In fact, people boast of how long they have known him.
Although we of the freshman Journalism class are unable to enter
that competition yet, nevertheless we are very proud to include our
selves in the long list of students who are friends of the Dean.— B. F.

CLUB GIVES ANNUAL OUTING

Miss

Alice

Woody,

housemother;

Sigma Nu-Phi Sigma K appa.................................................... Street Dance Helen Everett, Lovlra H art, Constance
Kappa Kappa Gamma........................................................... Spring Formal Spoklle, Jeanette Rotering, Margaret

Today’s sermon (a scrawling sign
found on a dilapidated fence up the
Blackfoot): “Times is hard. Crops is
poor. Gov’t is Crooked. Noe Releef in
Site. But I want noe Dam Bolshevicks
on this Place.”

■

Phi Sigma will hold its last meet
ing of the year Tuesday, June 2 In
Room 207 of the Natural Science
building.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, May 29

This may be lese majesty or the
height of something or other, but an
other thing we’ve learned is that the
heart of the Montana School of Jour
nalism is a rare and precious Stone,

OMMENCEMENT, that which we look toward with joyous antici
pation— that which we will look back upon with fond mem
ories, is almost here. Four years of work have been completed,
Years of work mingled with play— football and basketball games,
proms, track meets and plays had their places beside the more serious
endeavors of college life. And after Commencement, w hat?
Class of ’31, we are proud of you, and we feel certain that the
same sportsmanship, ambition and will to win which has brought you
thus far will carry you on to victory. As you have faith in the alumni
whom you have known, so we have great faith in you and your ability,
May you make stepping stones of the obstacles which lie in your
pathway through, life. May you have a full measure of success and
happiness. As you who are graduating press forward, we who are
younger would give the same advice that you perhaps would give
to us, just three little words— “Seek the Best.”— H. H.

end. The trip will be made In care,
the girls leaving Saturday afternoon
and returning Sunday evening.
Robert C. Line, dean of the School
of Business Administration, gave the
commencement address to members
of the senior class of the Dixon high
school Tuesday evening.
Dean Burley Miller will deliver a
commencement address Friday, May
29, to the Butte Central graduating
class.

Large baskets of lilacs effectively
added to the decorations which were
in green and white. Buck Stowe and
his orchestra furnished the music.
Chaperons for the evening were
Dean Harrlent Rankin Sedman, Mrs.
J. Wilson Moore, Miss Charlotte Rus
sel, Captain and Mrs. Herbert and
Captain and Mrs. Davis.

Corbin Hall
Corbin hall residents celebrated
their second birthday dinner Thursday
to honor those whose birthdays come
during the period between January
and July.
The tables were attractively deco
rated with tulips and candles. Handcolored place cards were at each plate,
Lucy Charlesworth presided as toastmistress. Responses were given by
Esther Epstein for the freshman class,
Olive Lewis for the sophomore class
Thelma Bjorneby for the juniors, and
Norma Flick for the seniors. The pro
gram consisted of a piano solo by
Ellen Alden, a violin solo by Georgia
Reckert, songs by Alice Cowan, and
a trio composed of Margaret Griffing, Anna Mae Course and Marian
Sands.
Dean Sedman was a dinner guest.

Corbin Hall
Dorothy Dee of Anaconda was a
dinner guest of Ruth Provost Wednes
day.
Florence Simpson was the guest of
Francis Madison at dinner Wednesday.
Ramona Noll was a Wednesday
night dinner guest of Margaret Gritt
ing.
Mary Isabel Stewart was a guest of
Helen Huston at dinner Wednesday.
Mrs. A. K. Prescott who has been
visiting Mrs. A .' K. Turner has re
turned to her home In Helena.
Mrs. Moore Entertains
Mrs. J. Wilson Moore entertained
the seniors graduating from Sigma
Kappa last Wednesday at an informal
party held at the chapter house,
yellow and white color scheme was
used In decorating the tables. Seniors
complimented were: Patsy AIsop,
Thelma Williams, Mary Walker, Joyce
Donaldson, Elsie Magnuson and Mary
Fierce.
K. K. G. Dinner
Kappa Kappa Gamma will entertain
Friday evening a t a formal dinner at
the Florence hotel, followed by a for
mal ball a t the Country club. Music
will be furnished by Nat Allen and
his orchestra. Chaperons for the eve
ning include Dean Harriet Rankin
Sedman, Mrs. R. J. Maxey and Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Anderson.
Phillips Entertains
Professor P. C. Phillips entertained
Thursday evening at his home on 416
Beckwith avenue for the graduating
history majors. The following were
guests: Annie Mayo, Dorothy Schultz,
Dorothy Stark, Doris Wearne, Namol
Barnes, Jane Gillette Knapp, Ruth
Hazlitt, Gertrude Jaqueth, J e a n
Graham, Nora' Fleming, Lucy Charlesworth and Thelma Brown.
Street Dance
The annual Phi Sigma Kappa-Sigma
Nu street dance will be held tonight
on the pavement before the two
houses on Gerald avenue. Chaperons
for the dance will be Dean R. C. Line,
J. Verne Dusenberry and Professor
R. L. Housman. Sheridan’s orchestra
will furnish the music.

South Hall Banquet
Mrs. W. L. Murphy was hostess to
President C. H. Clapp was honor
eight members of Alpha Xi Delta
guest at the annual South hall spring
Tuesday evening a t the Florence ho
banquet held last evening at 6 tel. Those present were Mrs. Murphy,
o’clock.
Arthur Caven, president of South
hall club, presided as toastmaster and
gave a short talk. Dr. Clapp addressed
the residents and guests of South hall Have that cap and gown photo
graph of yourself taken be
and Fred Veeder, student manager of
fore returning home.
the hall, responded with a message,
from the students.
THE COLVILLE STUDIO
Music during dinner was provided
by Bob Leslie and Lewis Gomavitz.
The musical program included a
duet by George Robertson and Wil
liam Hawke, a reading by Harold
Stearns and violin solo by Walton
Cosgrove accompanied by Bob Leslie.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!

Graduates!

FOX WILMA

Delta Delta Delta Tea
Delta Delta Delta entertained at a
formal tea Tuesday evening from 8
to 9:30 o’clock in honor of Mrs. Deral
Phillips, province deputy. With Mrs.
Phillips in the *receiving line were
Mrs. Harriet Rankin Sedman, Miss
Geraldine Adams and Miss Ruth Ber
nier. Housemothers and representa
tives from each sorority attended. Mrs.
F. B. Rogers, Mrs. E. C. Fritz, Mrs.
R. H. Weidman and Mrs. I. T. Haig
poured. The color scheme of yellow
and lavender was carried out in the
floral decorations. Catherine Phillips,
Jean Patterson and Alice Davidson
entertained with musical selections.

Members of the Pharmacy club are
to have a picnic either at the Mon
tana Power company’s park up the
Rattlesnake or at the Anaconda Cop
per Mining company’s park at Milltown. They will meet at the pharm
acy building at 10 Sunday morning
and go in a body to the picnic grounds.
Sigma Kappa Ball
There will be a lunch at two o'clock,
Sigma Kappa entertained at thpir
and games will be played before and annual Installation ball at the Ma
after the picnic.
sonic temple last Friday evening.

Jack Oakie
—In—

Deck, Dorothy Chesley and Bernice
Oosterbeek.
Bob McKenzie, graduate of the Uni
versity in ’28, was a visitor on the
campus yesterday. Since his gradu
ation from Montana, he has been do
ing graduate work at Harvard, and
will return there next week to take
his examinations.
Chapter alumni were hostesses at
a banquet in honor of the graduating
senior members of Delta Delta Delta
Wednesday evening a t the Chimney
Corner. Mrs. Deral Phillips, visiting
delegate from Spokane, was guest of
honor.
Betty Foot left for Helena yester
day afternoon to spend the weekend
a t her home, and to attend the high
school play.
Mrs. Fred B. Rogers and Dorothy
were dinner guests o f ' Delta Delta
Delta last Sunday.
Freda McCaig was a dinner guest
a t the Delta Delta Delta house Tues
day.
Ted Leland of Bakersville, Califor
nia, was a guest a t the Alpha Tau
Omega house Wednesday.
Genevieve Raster was a guest at
the Alpha Phi house Monday night
Kathryn Coe will be hostess to the
Sigma Kappa chapter a t her hunting
lodge a t Dixon, Montana, this week-

WE MAKE YOUR CLOTHES
t.t k e n e w
Fashion Club Cleaners

DIAL 2661

Frame Your Face
With
Well Groomed Hair

FOX RIALTO
STARTING SATURDAY!

“DANGER LIGHTS”
The Picture That Was Filmed
In This State With the Co-operation of the Milwaukee Railroad

is. ..
F you want to know the Dart
mouth man’s favorite tobacco,
watch him as he loads his pipe be
tween classes in front of Dart
mouth Row. Watch him as he
strolls along Wheelock Street and
pulls the familiar blue tin of Edgeworth out of bis pocket.
A pipe and Edgeworth—this is
the smoking combination that has
won the college man. Harvard,
Cornell, Michigan, Stanford, Illi
nois . . . all agree with Dartmouth.
Natural merit has made Edgeworth
the favorite smoking tobacco in
America’s leading colleges and uni
versities.
College men everywhere respond
to the appeal of pipes packed with
cool, slow-burning Edgeworth. Be
guided by their choice; try Edgeworth yourself. Taste its rich nat
ural savor that is enhanced immeas
urably by Edgeworth’s distinctive
"eleventh process.” You will find
Edgeworth a t your nearest tobacco .
shop—16^ the tin. Or, for gener
ous free sample, address: Larus &
Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Rich
mond, Va.

I

Edgaworth !• * blend
of fine old buriey*,
with its natural n v o r
enhanced by Edgeworth’s distinctive
“ eleventh proceea.”
Boy Edgeworth any
where in two forms

—" Ready-Rubbed ”

RUBY DEAN
BEAUTY PARLOR

“SPORT”
Is the most popular
word in this season's
dictionary of
fashion.
Our clothes
express gaiety and
joy of living.
They are smart and
understanding^ cut.
•

The becoming dress
fits as though it
were made for you alone
and gives that air of
completeness
that puts you at ease
in any company.
•

Individuality
marks the season's sports.
We offer you
your dress,
made and bought to
fit your requirements,
o

—In—

Dartmouth man

SMOKING TOBACCO

To meet your dress
on someone else
can ruin an occasion
for you.
Rest assured
that if your dress is
purchased here
you will not meet
its duplicate.

Wallace Beery

tobacco of the

Fashions say

A i Paramount Feature Comedy
—Also—
DE RAE DANCE REYUE
Appearing Friday Night Between
Shows of Pictures

“THE SECRET SIX”

FAVORITE

ED G EW O RTH

“DUDE RANCH”

COMING SUNDAY!

The

and “ Plug Slice.” All
aiaee, 154 p o c k e t
package to pound
humidor tin.

Spring Time

Is

Sport Time
The season of
flippant, fanciful hats
which are characterized
by the motto
“ Off on one side,
down on the other.”
They qualify
for any occasion
because they
suit your personality
and moods.
Wide brims as well as
no brims at all
make your minute
before the mirror
intriguing.
The last touch of powder
will shot? you our
newest presentation
is the most important
accessory of your
' sport costume—

your sport hat.
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Rehearsals for Annual
May Fete A re Now Being
Held by University Cast
Production Being Sponsored by Associated Women Students Will Be
Given With the Assistance of the Masquers and the
University Symphony Orchestra
“ Rehearsals for ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ are well under
way and all indications show that this May Fete production will be
one of the most impressive ever given by Montana University women,”
stated Rhea Traver. production manager. This play is being sponsored

Alpha Kappa Psi
Holds-Banquet in
Honor of Initiates

by A. W. S. and wil be presented next*
Friday.
Last year was the first time that a
Shakesperean play has been presented
on this campus. Priot* to that time,
May Pole festivals were given, which
featured the crowning of the May
Queen, accompanied by singing and
Dinner Closes $tock Exchange Activity
dancing. The play, belonging to the
And Serres ns Farewell to
student who had written the best
Graduates
manuscript, would be produced on
the oval in front of Main hall. The
plan of the program changed each
year. Gradually it became an essen
tially musical performance. Last year
the production of “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” was staged with Such
great success, that it was decided to
present this play again.
Play Shortened
According to Miss Traver, the play
has been shortened considerably from
what It was last year. The great im
provement, however, lies in the fact
that the performance is to be held in
the evening instead of the afternoon.
Elaborate lighting plans are being
worked out by William. Angus’ class
in Dramatic Presentation, which will
make this outdoor scene far more im
pressive.
Cast Chosen
The Masquers, under the direction
of William Angus, have chosen the
following cast for the main parts of
the play: Theseus, Duke of Athens,
Ruth Provost; Egeus, father of Hermia, Gertrude Hawks; Lysander,' Vir
ginia McGlumphy; Demetrius, Zahlia
Snyder; Philostrate, Master of the
Revels to Theseus, Gertrude Jaqueth;
Quince, a carpenter, Patsy Alsop;
Snug, a joiner, Phoebe Patterson;
Bottom, a weaver, Jane Thelen; Flute,
a bellows mender, Martha Kimball;
Snout, a tinker, Emmapearl McCor
mick; Starvelling, a tailor, Evelyn
Blaeser; Hippolyta, queen of the
Amazons, Margaret Price; Hermia,
daughter of Egeus, Dorothy Duval;
Helena, Marguerite Brown; Oberon,
king of the Fairies, Fay McCollum;
Titania, queen of the Fairies, Mary
Louise Davenport; Puck or Robin
Goodfellow, Cecelia DuBois; and a
Fairy, Rita Walker.
Orchestra Plays P art
Special orchestra rehearsals are
being held by Professor A. H. Weisberg in preparation for their part of
the play. The University
in
cludes: Russell Watson, Catherine
Phillips, Jean Smith, Kathryn Bailey,
Phyllis Lehmann, Marie Matthews,
Dean Lowry, Virginia Small, Mrs.
Louise Arnoldson, Gale Shelbaer,
Alice Stukey, John Landgraf, Mrs.
Kittendorff, Mattheus Kast, Dorothy
Mueller, Doris Merriam, Ruth Riedell,
Katherine Potter, R. W. Ballantyn, H.
S. Tupper, Richard Lillard, J. W. Par
kinson, Eldon Couey, Charles McCor
mack, Dudley Brown, Donald Perry
and Lowndes Maury, Jr.
Fairy Chorus
Dean DeLoss Smith has selected 10
members of the Girls’ glee club, who
will do the fairy chorus work. They
are: Ellen Alden, Joy Browning, Alice
Davidson, Marian Hanford, Frances
Madison, Marian Sands, Wilma Schu
bert, Martha Sherman, Helyne Rem
ington and Alice Tucker.
The clown dancers are being in
structed by Georgia Mae Metlen and
Frances Teason is in charge of the
fairy dancers.

Alpha Kappa Psi, honorary business
administration fraternity, held a ban
quet at the Florence hotel Wednesday
night for the purpose of welcoming
new initiates and bidding the gradu
ating seniors adieu. This banquet also
closed the activities of the stock ex
change which has been conducted by
the seniors of that school during the
winter and spring quarters.
The imaginery stock exchange was
run on the same basis as the local
stock exchange, the Rochester com
pany. Meetings of this exchange were
held twice a month at which various
stock problems were discussed. Each
member was credited with a mythical
$1,000. He then could buy or sell as
he wished, retaining enough money,
however, to meet the necessary de
mands if he bought on margin. The
real New York stock quotations were
used.
Harold Ruth ended the year with
a profit of $2,600, having increased his
original $1,000 to $3,600. Herbert Verheek was on the other end of the list,
with a loss of $400. The lower half
of the class, the poorer speculators,
paid for the banquet of the%
upper half.
Cliffrod Crump was toastmaster for
the evening, and Robert Paterson and
Newton Culver were entertainers.
Speakers of the evening included
Kenneth D a v i s , Leonard Arndt,
Charles Gaughan, William Hilde, Har
old Ruth, Herbert Verheek, Wesley
Walcott, Charles Mason and J. F. Pat
terson. Professor E. R. Sanford gave
short discussion on “Worthwhile
Things” and Dean R. C. Line’s talk
was entitled “A Parting Thought.” The
banquet closed with the chapter hing
ing “College Chums.”

Psychology Class
Visits Warm Springs
Students Report Institution to Be in
Excellent Condition
The class in abnormal psychology,
accompanied by Professor Smith of
the Department of Psychology, visited
the state hospital at Warm Springs
last Friday, inspecting departments of
this institution and witnessing a clinic
a t which different types of persons
placed at this institution were present
A complete tour of the plant was
made. The manner of care of patients
was seen and all features in handling
these state dependents were observed.
After the observational tour, doctors
of the hospital held a clinic at which
a number of patients representing dif
ferent types of mental disorders were
presented.
Students were pleased to find the
institution in excellent condition, but
overcrowded with patients. Dormi
tories were clean and orderly. Patients
were cared for in an admirable man
ner, but everywhere signs of existing
overcrowded conditions were noticed.

Final R.O.T.C.
Drill Is Planned K ast Studies Crime
For Next Monday
On V isit to Butte
Monday afternoon a t 5 o’clock will
be the final drill for all R.O.T.C. stu
dents. At this time the winner of the
military scholarship which has been
created will be announced.
This scholarship is being offered by
the Missoula chapter of the American
Legion and is to be awarded to the
student in Military Science who has
shown the best as to drill, appearance
and conduct-It is a quarterly award
Monday will also be the time for
men who are completing their course
in advanced Military Science to re
ceive their commissions. President
Clapp will present the commissions to
the men.
All R.O.T.C. students will turn in
their uniforms and all other govern
ment property at the R.O.T.C. store
room between the hours of 9 in the
. morning and 5 in the afternoon on
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 2 and
3. All ornaments should be removed
from the coat and turned In, but no
ornaments will be removed from the
s h irt

Matheus Kast, assistant professor
of economics and Austin Roderick re
cently returned from Butte, where
they made a study of the cost of crime
administration.
“Very interesting facts on the char
acter and extent of crime were
brought out,” said Mr. Kast. Accord
ing to Mr. Kast the police were very
co-operative and during the study of
crime he was brought in contact with
many agencies and public officials,

Violin Pupils Church Conclave Students W ill Get
Will Be Held in Annuals Next Week
Give R ecita l
Washington City
In Main Hall

Frosh History

Athletics, dramatics, music, scholar
ship, and departmental activities have
all been invaded most successfully by
the Grizzly Cubs, brand of ’34, and
frosh energy and enthusiasm have
won them a name bn the campus.
Professor A. H. Weisberg Presents
Registration of 475 freshmen last
Music Students in
fall quarter was an increase of five
Program
over frosh registration for the pre
ceding year. On May 1 of this year,
465 frosh were enrolled, while on the
Violin students, under the direction
same date last year frosh enrollment of Professor A. H. Weisberg, pre
had increased to 477. About thirty per sented an exceptional recital last
cent of the University’s total enroll night in Main hall auditorium at 8:30
o’clock.
ment last fall were freshmen.
“Thirty-four” is particularly proud
The following program was preof its athletes, many of whom will be sented:
playing on Varsity teams next year.
Sitt
The Cub football team completed its
Marion Smith
season without one defeat chalked up
against it, while the basketball team
Meribeth Kitt
was almost as good. Late In the
season the Cubs and the sophs played
John Landgraf
a “revenge” game, which the yearlings Waltz
won. Promising frosh trackmen have
William Dobsloff
been giving Varsity mdn plenty of
competition during spring quarter.
Margaret Kitt
Fantasia on The Old Oaken Backet
In Dramatics
Little Theater presentations have
Marie Mathews
seen a number of frosh men and
women making names for themselves Aria from Samson and Delilah
as dramatists. Ruth Wold gave an
Kathryn Bailey
outstanding performance in “Gran
ite,” Masquers’ winter quarter pro
.......... Sitt
duction. Eddie Krause played the lead
Alice Stukey
in “House Party,” given spring quar
ter, and Louise Rule, Ruth Wallace (a) Berceuse from Jocelyn. ,_.Godard
...Kreisler
and Betty Kelleher appeared in the (b) Aucassin e t Nlcolette
Dennis Rovero
c a st Martha Kimball, Tom Coleman,
Dorothy Swartz, Harold Stearns, (a) Canto Amoroso____ .—Sammartini
Helyne and Charles Remington have
Jean Smith
all done some good work in Masquer
plays. Hi-Jin‘x, University musical
show, had many parts taken by fresh (b) The World Is Waiting for the
men.
Russell Watson
Debating, a more serious form of
dramatics, was ably handled by frosh
debate teams, composed of Jake Mola.
Robert Wickware, Robert Ryan, Har
vey Thirloway, George Boileau and
Stephen Swanberg.
That “34’s” Cubs are even musically
inclined is shown by the fact that
about half the Grizzly band are fresh
men students, while a large number Pharmacology Class Visits Spotted
play in the University concert or
Fever Laboratory; Hears
chestra.
Of Recent Research
Class Officers
Executive affairs of this year’s frosh
Men students of the class in pharm
were capably handled by Claget San
acology, which is taught by Dean C.
ders, president; Esther Lentz, viceE. Mollett, made a trip to Hamilton,
president; Gertrude Warden, secre Tuesday afternoon, where they in
tary; Andrew Mallon, treasurer, and
spected the laboratory of the National
Ralph Olson, central board delegate.
Institute of Health, formerly known
Freshmen contributed to the suc
as the Spotted Fever laboratory of
cess of the University’s social season
Hygienic Health service. They were
with an informal dance given in honor
shown through the laboratory and
of the sophomores January 9.
told about the most recent researches
Last but by no means the least of on spotted fever by Dr. Parker and
’34’s accomplishments was their win his assistants.
ning of the traditional tug-of-war
It has recently been discovered, ac
with the sophomores during Inter cording to the April issue of the
scholastic Track Meet Yearlings | pharmaceutical Era, that Rocky
threw away their green caps and Bear mountain spotted fever is "identical
Paws had to wrap their paddles in with typhus fever of the east, and
moth balls. This frosh victory sym that animals who have had spotted
bolizes the spirit of the class of ’34, fever were immune to typhus fever,
and next September the Cub graduates and conversely. This, the journal
will be out for bigger and better states, is final proof of the single
scalps.
identity of these two diseases. “The
typhus fever is spread principally by
the louse,” stated Dr. Parker.
Cars were furnished for the trip
by J. H. Coleman druggist; Dean C.
E. Mollett and W. E. Boston. Those
who went on the trip are: Warren
Baseball Game, Horseshoe Pitching St. John, W. E. Boston, Francis Golob,
James Prendergast, Jack Daugherty,
and Luncheon Are Featured
James Burcham, Carl Snyder, Dee
--------------*
The annual picnic of the Inter- Byrd, Loren Thomas, Mr. Coleman,
national club will be held tomorrow Professor Richards and Dean Mollett

Men Pharmacists
Inspect Hamilton
Health Institution

International Club
Holds Annual Picnic

afternoon below the Missoula city dam
at 3 o’clock. The picnic will close this
year's activities of the club.
A committee to arrange for the pro
gram and the eats was appointed
during the club’s last meeting. Those
appointed were: Joe Simangan, chair
man; William Gunterman, George
Norris, Florence Jarussi, Mary Shoenhals and Margaret Groombridge.
Baseball, Horseshoe pitching and
other entertainment will be Included
in the program. Luncheon will be
served a t the picnic, according to Joe
Simangan, chairman of the program
and the eats committee.

PHILLIPS WRITES BOOK
Professor Paul C. Phillips plans to
publish a book, "The History of the
American Fur Trade,1’ this fall. Ht
has been collecting material for sey.
eral years in the United States and
Europe on this subject and will devote
the first few months of his 1931 sab
batlcal leave organizing and writing
the history.

Riedell Completes
A rtic le for Book
Professor C. H. Riedell of the de
partment of Fine Arts is compiling an
article for Everyday Art magazine,
in which he will explain and Illustrate
his unique stencil system by which
countless designs may be made from
one unit.
This system enables one stencil
unit to be combined In line, triangles,
squares or circles so that a limitless
number of borders and all-over
designs are formed.
An article by Professor Riedell on
color combinations appeared in this
magazine last year. He expects to have
this one ready for the September
publication.

Page Three

PARENT-TEACHERS’ GROUP
HEARS HELEN GLEASON
-------Helen Gleason of the Department of
Home Economics spoke at the ParentTeachers’ association meeting at the
Paxson school last Monday night, on
“The Kindergarten Movement and Its
Aims.”
The people in Missoula are inter
ested in this movement and Miss Glea
Tom Coleman will spend the week
son was asked to speak on this subject end in Butte at the Chalet, summer
because of her experience in this field. home of Mrs. Germaine Schiebal.
'

REAL
HOME-COOKED
FOOD

Professor John Crowder, instructor
Copies May Be Obtained a t Business! in piano, of the Department of Music,
Office In Main Hall
will give a series of recitals on ap
Several University Students Plan to
preciation of music literature during
Leave in Cars for the
Distribution of the 1931 *Sentinel the summer session at the University.
Conference
will begin sometime next week, it was
Any student attending the summer
announced by Lawrence Swanson, edi session may attend these recitals free
The Pacific Northwest Student con tor. Students may get their copies in of charge. They will also receive one
ference at Seabeck, Washington, will the business office In Main hall at credit for the course which will in
be from June 6 to 13, according to the hours which will be announced in clude six recitals.
Rev. Jesse W. Bunch, interchurch next Tuesday’s Kaimin. Those stud
ents who have not been in attendance
student pastor.
Today will ne the last call for stud the full three quarters may secure a
MEET ME AT
ents who wish to go. In order to book by paying one dollar for each
facilitate the going of students to the quarter missed.
The
yearbook
depicts
every
phase
conference, the University is offering
special examinations to tfyose stud of the past year’s activities. With a
Where All the Gang Goes
ents who will go, Rev. Bunch pointed I color scheme of black and gold the
o u t There are five students who have annual is bound in a black leather
already indicated their going and one cover with the figure of a grizzly
or two more are expected to fill a embossed in gold. The Sentinel staff
car. The car which will take the stud has dedicated the book to Major Frank
ents to Seabeck will leave Missoula W. Milburn, head football coach for
on the morning of June 5 and will the past five years at Montana.

K E L L Y ’S

Tired Eyes

be back on June 15. According to
Rev. Bunch the total expenses will
be about $30 including board and
room, registration fees and transpor
tation.
Round table discussions of current
economic orders, religious education
and recreation will be indulged in a t
Seabeck. Some of the conference lead
ers as James C. Rettie, who is sec
retary of the Sheffield Scientific
school Y. M. C. A. of Yale Univer
sity, Professor Nelson L. Bossing of
the University of Oregon and also
chairman of the executive committee
of the Pacific Northwest Field coun
cil, Dr. Harold Leonard Bowman, min
ister of the F irst Presbyterian church
of Portland and the Rev. Edward M.
Cross of Spokane are well known men
from the different parts of the coun
try.

may handicap a student seri

Turney-High Plans
Summer Teaching
Professor Harry Turney-High of the
Department of Economics plans to
teach an elementary course In “An
thropology of the North American
Indian” at the University of Wiscon
sin. He will teach for six weeks at
the summer school. After teaching he
will go to Paris to engage in photog
raphic museum work and will return
here this fall.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.

Scotty Stratton, Pete Honnold, Ted
Mellinger, Stanley Snyder and Eddie
Krause made a trip to Ronan in the
employment of H. O. Bell company
Wednesday.

A Western Montana Product

DaCo

HAMS — BACON — LARD
SAUSAGE — FRESH MEAT

easily, do not w ait too long.

Barnett Optical Go.
129 E ast Broadway

Students:
I know you’re busy with lastminute term papers, but don’t tar
get about that gift you m ust send
to the friend who’s graduating.
We’ve all kinds of novelties in
leather goods.
Yours,
CHUCK.
With

The
Office Supply Company

Historic Points Shown on Old
Chart of State
Gold and silver mines, old txails,
mining towns, stage coach robbajbs,
Indian fights and prospectors are all
portrayed on a picture map of the
Prickley Pear gold mining district.
The map is a pictorial, showing the
different mining claims with histori
cal events drawn in outline and came
into the possession of Dick Fox while
on a recent trip to Helena.
Around Helena are many things of
historical interest such as the Hang
man’s tree where 13 men were hung,
Madame Coedy’s Two-mile house
where many weary miners forgot their
troubles, and Nelson’s gulch where it
was said gold nuggets were found
as big as hen’s eggs.
The history of the Prickley Pear
valley and the land around it is dis
played on this map and points out
the advantages of such a locality.

ously. If your eyes blur or tire

Let us examine them a t once.

MONTANA MAP

Student Trunks

You’d Be Ashamed of a
Womout Elbow—

50c

LOOK A T YOUR HEELS!

Day--

TAXI -N ight

Youngren Shoe Shop

PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL
1
2
3
4

passenger .
passengers
passengers
passengers

_86e

BAY P. WOODS

_60e

Basement ot the Higgins Blk.

___ 91.00

(16 block limit)

Taxi Service In the City
Missoula. Montana

DON’T WALK

CALL US

Clothes Make
the Occasion

Better Pictures

Our Five-Hour Service
Will Prove It v

Load your kodak with the new
Eastman Verichrome Film, then
return them to us for developing
and printing. You will be sur
prised at the results.

Master Cleaners
and Dyers

McKAY

205 West Front

ART COMPANY

Phone 2 1 8 6

. IT’S NEW » » » IT’S KAYSER’S

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.

“ DULLER
DOLLAR”
H O S E..

Branch— MODEL MARKET

d t’s Here!

The New
Gem Razor

S T Y L EE

2OOX

$1

A Wonderful New Razor
With five blades

$1

• TH E G R E A T E S T H O S E V A L U E O P A L L •

Public Drug Store
136 N. Higgins

Crowder to Give
Series o f Recitals

T’S dull— perfectly dull— it’s all silk— it's chiffon

I

weight— it's finished with a two-tone picot edge

Florence Hotel Bldg.

— its welt is silk lined— its foot is reinforced— it's

y
SPECIAL SALAD SANDWICH
COMBINATION LUNCHEON

Florence Hotel Dining Room

made with a "Slendo” Heel— it’s the ultimate in a
stocking for only $1.00— and don't forget it's Kayser's

AVAILABLE IN ALL THE BEST SPRING

COLORS

BONOHUE’ S
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Page Four
Honors in R.O .T.C. Track Meet Go
To Company C Team Last Saturday
Robertson, Company C, Stars in Sprint Events, Leads Point Scoring;
McDaniel and Disbrow Qualify for Numerals

meeting and initiation o( (lew women
will follow. Athletic rewards will be
given, also.
Those wishing to go on the picnic
should sign their names in the
Misses Lesell and Reed Deadlocked women's gymnasium before Monday.
For Point Scoring Honors
There will be no charge for the party.

Women Close Gym
Track Team
TRACK DUST
With Track Meet
Leaves F or
Montana is conceded a possible 13 points a t the Northern division
of the Coast conference Friday and Saturday. Watson in the
Coast Meet meet
two-mile and Nelson in the high jump with Lockwood as a possible

second in the javelin.
Large Squad Makes Trip to Coast;
Company C won the R. 0 . T. C. track meet held yesterday on
Weather Conditions Will Be
The old question of Montana’s being in Coast conference bas
Domblaser field with 40 points. Companies A and B earned 29 and
ketball will come up at the meeting of graduate managers who are
Favorable for Montanans
2 4 points respectively. Monte Robertson of Company C was individual
to meet in Portland next week.
high point winner with 16 points. Bill Disbrow, Monty Reynolds and
Coach Jim Stewart and his Grizzly
Joe Roe tied tor second place with 100track and field squad left yesterday
points each. Three men participating
An Idaho trackster here last week wondered why Montana doesn’t
at 3:05 o’clock for the Northern Pa have a baseball team. Why n o t? We used to clean up in that sport.
in the meet who qualified for num
cific Coast Conference track meet at
erals are: Robertson, McDaniel and
Let’s boost for more of it.
Seattle.
Disbrow.
Men who made the trip w ere: Elbert
Summary of Events
According to “Jock,” any of the Grizzly squad who distinguished
Covington, 440-yard d a s h ; Glenn
100-yard d a s h —Robertson (C),
Lockwood, state champion javelin himself at the m eet in Seattle will go directly from there to the Inter
Bainton (C), Caven (A). Time 10.2.
tosser; Bob Nelson, last year's con collegiate meet in Chicago. Whom will it be? One of them surely
220-yard dash—Robertson (C), Cav
ference contender; Bob Parmenter,
en (A), Lowe (B). Time, 23.
Cinder Men On Yearling Squad Are sprinter; Emile Perey, weights; Don will deserve that trip.
440-yard dash—Erickson (A), Lowe
Stevlingson, low hurdles; Babe Ruth,
Providing Real Competition
(B), Wickware (C). Time, B4.
Footballs were given out to all the football players this week
new state broad jump champion; Clar
For Varsity Performers
Half-mile run—Roe (C), Erickson
ence Watson, Montana’s new sensa for use during the summer. If they are used the boys should have
(A), Smalley (C). Time, 2:08.8.
tion, will run only the two mile. Bob “ glue” on their fingers in the fall as far as controlling the ball is
Mile run—Roe (C), Steensland (C),
Sixteen freshman track and field White, sophomore, half miler, and
Johnson (B). Time, 5:04.
men have worked out regularly with Robert Boden, manager. Grizzlies will concerned.
Relay — Company C — (Bainton, the Varsity team this year. Coach
not enter a relay team.
Woodard, Vlckerman, Robertson). Stewart has a yearling squad of 47
With favorale w eather conditions, these men are expected to
According to Coach Stewart, at
Time, 1:38.
trying for numerals.
tempts will be made to make this break records: Genung, University of Washnigton, in the half-mile;
Shot put—Reynolds (B), Bell (A),
Monte Robertson is without a doubt meet the fastest in history. Men who Swift, W. S. C., Sweet’s record in the century set in 1926; Hartley,
Jones (B). Distance, 38 feet 2%
the finest frosh prospect ever to come have not come up to certain time Washington, in the 4 4 0 ; Robinson, Oregon, his own record in the
inches.
to Montana. Jim Stewart thinks he qualifications w i l l be scratched. pole vault of 13 feet 1% inches. The Washington relay team has
Discus—Reynolds (B), Jones (B),
will show well next year in the Pacific “Jock” believes weather conditions
Christopher (A). Distance, 115 feet 8
Coast conference. Robertson is small will be favorable for the Montana broken the conference record once this year.
inches.
but powerful. His legs work like a team.
Pole vault—McDaniel (B), Fry (C)
They raise ’em “ fast” in South Dakota. Last week one of their
machine as he tears down the cinder
The Grizzly squad will return to
and Christopher (A) tied for second.
path. Monte enjoys competition; he Missoula, Sunday, May 31.
athletes equalled the national record held by Tolan of the University
Height, 11 feet 6% inches.
proved this when he made such a
of Michigan.
High jump—Disbrow (A), Robert
colorful showing against the Varsity
son (C), Dahlberg (A). Height, 5 feet
In the all-University meet. Robert
8% inches.
Roy Peden, the speedy boy from Miles City, accompanied by
son’s records are: 100-yard dash, 10
Broad jump—Disbrow (A), Robert
Coach Eddie Chinske, will leave next w eek for Chicago, where he
seconds flat; 220-yard dash, 22 2-5
son (C), Bainton (C). Distance, 20
seconds; high jump, 5 feet 8 inches;
will run in the national interscholastic contest. The national collegiate
Horseshoe Tournament
feet 11 inches.
broad jump, 21 feet 11% inches.
Only four contestants are left in meet will be held there a t the same time. Peden and Chinske may have
the
horseshoe
tournament.
Men
in
the
Joe Roe
the company of another Montanan direct from the coast meet.
Joe Roe, sturdy Cub distance run semi-finals are: Erickson who
ner,, is giving the Varsity lots of feated Foley 50-10, P. White who
Ted “ Chief” Illman and Cubs Daylis, both of Billings, while at
trouble. Roe is another small man that bested Mandernack 50-22, McCarthy
tending the summer session will play in the city league w ith the Taylor
very seldom fails to break the tape bested Gail for a 50-34 and Hawke
firs t Joe comes from Anaconda. His downed* Ruth for a 50-35. Erickson and Hill team. Both these men are former University athletes.
record for this season is very out will play P. White and McCarthy will
standing: 880, 1 minute 59 9-10 sec play Hawke. The winners of these two |
Ted “ Midnight” Mellinger, Crawford Becket, Clarence Coyje, Jim
Ten Grizzlies Have Qualified Already onds; mile, 4 minutes 31 2-5 seconds. matches will play for the champion
mie Morrow, “ flap ” Kibble and Bill Crawford, who are all University
For Major Letters in Varsity
Lemm and Agather both look prom ship.
or
fbrmer
University students, will be in the Missoula city league
Competition
Golf *
ising in the sprints and hurdles, but
Fred Compton, Charles Gail, Dan this summer.
have been held back all season due to
Paddock, Bill Thompson and E. Van
Coach Jim Stewart announced yes influenza.
terday that fifteen or more men
Bill Erickson, Butte, has turned in Vorst qualified for the finals in the
There was a marked increase in the interest shown by the stud
would receive major sport letters for fast time: 440-yard dash, 53 seconds; novice golf tournam ent These men ents of the University toward baseball this spring. Inter-class, inter
will
play
for
the
novice
medal
Sunday
points won during track season. Six 880, 2 minutes 6 seconds.
departmental and inter-fraternity teams did much to stimulate this
points are required of a man before
Tweto.has also been on the sick list, morning, May 31, at 10 o’clock on the
his work in the mile before his illness University links. There were 56 en interest. Why not a University team ?
becoming eligible for a sweater.
tries in the tournam ent
Ten Grizzlies have already qualified being very impressive.
Intra-mural sports are very w eak in the University even though
for monograms. They are E. Coving
Field Stars
more interest has been shown in them this year than usual. E v e^o n e
ton, 440-yard dash; A. Flint, broad
Christopher, pole vaulter who does
jump; Snick Lockwood, javelin; Bob 11 feet 6% inches, should add much
should make it his duty to support these activities. These competi
Nelson, high jump; R. Parmenter, strength to the Varsity In that event
tions are interesting and there is an opportunity for everyone that
sprinter; E. Perry, weights and next year. McDaniel is the other Cub
has an interest other than in m ajor sports to enjoy his game.
hurdles; Babe Ruth, broad jump; vaulter.
(Continued from Page One)
Don Stevllngson, low hurdles; C. Wat
Vickerman has cleared the high Montana Alumnus magazine, handles
son, mile and two mile; R. White, half jump bar at 5 feet 9 inches. He will such alumni affairs as homecoming,
mile; and Bob Boden, manager.
be valuable to “Jock” after Nelson and in general is the official voice of
Due to sickness and injuries several leaves.
the great body of the alumni in main
old M men were unable to compete.
Bill Disbrow is a good high jumper, taining their contacts with one an
Dr. M. J. Elrod was presented with
“One of the most important bits of
These men will be recommended tor as well as being able to broad jump other and their co-operation with the
a snake by a member of one of his co-operation with the federal authori
letters to the athletic board by Coach 21 feet 6 inches.
University.”
classes,
last
week.
Dr.
Elrod,
wishing
Stewart.
ties, has just been completed with the
Bainton, another good prospect,
Baccalaureate Service
broad jumps 21 feet 4 inches.
Baccalaureate service will be held to keep the snake for further experi finished report of the economic staff
Big Crego hurls the discus over 121 in the men’s gymnasium at 8 o’clock ment put it in a wire cage, used for on the cost of criminal justice in
fee t He will be a real -weight man Sunday and congregations of all such purposes and locked the cage Montana,” said Professor Harry Tur
next year.
churches belonging to the Ministerial with a combination lock. In the morn ney-High Tuesday morning.
Charles Bell, Missoula, is throwing association will assist. Dr. C. H. Clapp ing the snake had disappeared. The
According to Professor Turneythe 16-pound shot around 40 feet. He will give the Baccalaureate address. cage is still locked and the snake High the report has been sent to
is powerful for such a small man.
Commencement Exercises
has not been found.
Sidney P. Simpson, head of President
Record Xumer Attended Picnic Held
Reynolds, Butte, is another shot-put
Commencement exercises will be
Hoover’s Law Enforcement and Ob
At Greenough Park
man.
held in the men’s gymnasium a t 2
Rev. Jesse W. Bunch of the School servation
commission.
Professor
Kastilitz, Bearcreek, is showing o’clock, June 8. For the first time of Religion, will attend summer school Hampton Snell of the Department or
Dean Stone Night was observed well in the discus. However, due to in Montana Commencement exercises
here this summer and work for his Economics and Harold Fitzgerald re
Wednesday evening by a picnic in injuries received last basketball sea all faculty members will march in
Greenough park, under the auspices son he has been kept out of strenuous the faculty procession, in appropriate master’s degree. This is the third year cently went to Great Falls where they
that Rev. Bunch has been director of attended a meeting on the cost of
of the University Press dub, Theta work.
academic costumes. All seniors are the School of Religion here.
crime and criminal *justice.
Sigma Phi and Sigma Delta Chi, hon
required to be present at the exercise,
orary journalism fraternities.
unless excused by President Clapp.
Lawrence Swanson, editor of the
Candidates for master’s degrees must
year book for 1931 was in charge
wear complete academic costume, in
of the entertainment which consisted
cluding the master’s hood, during the
of baseball and horseshoe pitching as
ceremony. Following Commencement
well as speeches from graduating sen
exercises, all seniors and their friends
iors from the Shack, faculty members Picnic Will Be Held Up Rattlesnake and relatives have been invited to a
Tuesday Afternoon
present, alumni visitors and Dean
reception given by President Clapp on
BY
Stone.
the University caippus. All faculty
In speaking of the picnic which be • PsI Chi, psychology honorary fra members have been invited to all Com
gan at 5:30 o’clock, Dean Stone said ternity, and major students of the mencement Week ceremonies and art
“To me it was the most impressive Department of Psychology, will have requested to participate in as many
one we ever held.” It was also the a picnic up the Rattlesnake Tuesday, as possible, including the Junior Prom
largest due to the return of a number June 2.
given Thursday night, June 4. Stud
of the alumni, including Mrs. Inez
Cars furnished for those attending ents who were graduated at the end
Abbott, instructor in the School of will leave Main hall at 4 o’clock. of last summer, autumn or winter
Journalism; Margaret Coucher, here Besides baseball and other outdoor quarter are not required to be present
on a visit from Great Falls; Pauline sports, the annual election of officers at the Commencement exercises, but
Swartz, now working for the Daily will be held.
if they decide to do so, they must let
Missoulian; Andy Cogswell, Ronnie
Mamie Nicolet, a junior in the de the registrar know in advance, not
Miller, Bob McKenzie, who returned partment, has charge of arrangements later than June 2, so that preparations
on a visit from Harvard college where for this picnic. Dues for the quarter, may be made for them.
he is taking post graduate work and lately reduced from one dollar to fifty
Margaret Ronan, advisor of Missoula cents, must be paid before attending. PROFESSOR II. K. SNELL
high school paper.
TOURS WESTERN STATES
Dean Stone also announced that his
horseshoe pitching is improving. Pr
Professor H. K. Snell of the De
tically the whole senior class of the
partment of Economics, will make air
School of Journalism was present to
extended tour of the western states
pay tribute to their instructor. Presi
and the Canadian Rockies doing econ
dent and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean and
Incoming officers of A. W. S. will omics research work this summer.
Mrs. J. E. Miller and Professor and honor the outgoing officers of the
Later he will make Missoula his re
Mrs. Paul Bischoff of the Department ganization at a luncheon to be given search headquarters.
of Foreign Languages were invited the first part of next week.
Professor Snell has completed the
guests.
Those who will be guests are: Mar report on criminal administration in
The 1931 activities of the Press club jorie Stewart, past president; Ella Great Falls and has sent it to Sidney
were concluded at this annual picnic Pollinger, Ann Wynn, Marian Judge, P. Simpson of Hoover's Law Enforce
meeting.
SOLD BY
Jean Cunningham, Mary Alice Murphy ment and Observance commission.
and Doris Kindschy. New officers are
Boone Rossiter of Sheridan, Mon president, Ella Pollinger; vice-presi
Gertrude Hawks and Marion Smith
tana, was a guest of Kappa Kappa dent, Julia Patten; secretary, Francis will spend the weekend at their homes
Gamma last weekend.
Ullman; treasurer, Mary Breen.
in Great Falls.

Frosh Track
Squad Shows
G re a t Form

Field day, concluding women’s
physical classes for this quarter, was
held last Wednesday from 3 to 5
o’clock.
Those receiving the most points
were Eva Lesell, freshman, with 13
points; Teddy Reed, senior, 13; Mar
jorie Davis, junior, 11, and Jean Cun
ningham, sophomore, 9.
The freshmen baseball team lead |
the sophomores by a score of 42 to
7. The' tennis matches were postponed
until the first part of next week, due
to the unfavorable weather conditions.
Results of the track meet were:
50-yard dash, Teddy Reed, time 6.9
seconds.
75-yard dash, Eva Lesell,'tim e 9.8
seconds.
Low hurdles, Teddy .Reed, time 10.3
seconds.
Hop-step-jump, Jean Cunningham,
distance 27 feet 1 inch.
Broad jump, Marjorie Davis, dis
tance 14 feet 4% Inches.
High jump, Eva Lesell, height 4 feet
1 Inch.

Instructions Given
For Commencement

Snakes

Best in the West

MISSOULA MARKET
136 Higgins Avenue

MISSOULA
LAUNDRY CO.
PHONE 8118

HAT BLOCKING
DRY CLEANING

W. A. A. PICNIC MONDAY
AT GREF.NOCGH PARK
Mrs. Harriet Wood, head of the De
partm ent of Physical Education urges
attendance of all University women
at the annual W. A. A. picnic Mon
day, June 2, at Greenough park.
There will be an Important business

Intramurals

Track Men Will
Receive Letters
For Years Work

MEATS FOR HEALTH

In selecting a gift you want
quality. We never sacrifice

PUNCH

quality for price.

Let Us Supply Your Needs
for that

You can do better
at

FORMAL or FIRESIDE
Bowls and glasses furnished free.

ICittendorfPs

MAJESTIC CANDY &
BEVERAGE CO.

There’s a Reason

The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that polls on Ugh.
The Gas that is economical.

SHELL 4 0 0

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

Economic Faculty
Reports on Crime

SHIRTS
SHORTS

Journalists Enjoy
Dean Stone Night

Electric

Psychology Group
W ill Have Outing

REFRIGERATION
G eneral E lectric

AS
LITTLE
AS

Incoming Officers
Plan A. W. S. Lunch

$ 10.00

DOWN

T h e M ontana P o w er C o.

Specially
Priced

50 c
Garment

H

ERE’S comfort, here’s fit and

and Shorts of the finer grades.
Shirts are of solid colors, some
with pipings, while the Shorts show
considerable pattern on either the
waist curtain or all over the gar
m en t The fabrics will give your
laundry a battle. That’s certain!

Finer Qualities a t

7Sc and $1

MbsoclaMercwitieGot,

